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Security or the Dole?*

BEFORE 1929 most of us gave little thought to the
problem of insecurity. Steeped in the traditions of
the American frontier we believed that every able

bodied man who wanted to work could somehow find a job.
We felt that if a man was reasonably thrifty he could lay
aside enough money to provide against the hazards of sick
ness and old age. For those who were shiftless or unlucky,
there was always private charity or the poor house-where
at least no one starved. Most families carried protection
against only one of the many risks of modern life: the death
of the chief breadwinner. Life insurance had become an ac
cepted part of the American pattern. But even this was an
individual affair, to be purchased in large or small quantities
at each man's discretion. In many states the government
stepped in through workman's compensation laws to require
protection against industrial accidents. Beyond this, the aver
age American trusted to luck.

Insecurity and the Depression

As long as only one or two million families were caught
in the toils of unemployment, most persons were unaware of
the full terrors of insecurity. But during the past six years
the situation has completely changed. Half of America's
families have faced unemployment first hand. Many of the
employed have had so little work that they are barely self
supporting. Men over 50 who have been thrown out of work
have found it practically impossible to find new jobs in in
dustry. Thousands of people have seen the savings of a life
time wiped out. Business and professional groups have suf-

• This pamphlet was prepared by Maxwell S. Stewart in cooperation
with the staff of the Committee on Social Security of the Social Science
Research Council.
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SECURITY OR THE DOLE?

fered almost as much as the working class. Bank closings,
foreclosures on property, and business failures have swept
formerly well-to-do persons into the abyss of poverty. And
millions who have lost little or nothing have been tortured
by the thought of what might happen to them any day.
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The Scourge of Unemployment

Of all the hazards facing the factory and white-collar
workers, that of unemployment is by far the most terrifying.
Nine out of ten of the city families on relief in recent years
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have been there because of the inability of the breadwinner
to find work. Even in the prosperous decade of the 20'S, one
industrial worker out of twelve was without a job. In the
darkest days of the depression nearly one-third of the men
normally employed in industry were on the streets. And to
day, after three years of steady recovery, we still have close
to twelve million jobless men and women.

The cost of unemployment in terms of worry, loss of
ambition, and unpleasant family relationships cannot be meas
ured. But expressed in material terms, the .tragedy is suf
ficiently apparent. Conditions in a typical industrial com
munity during the depression are portrayed in a recent study
published by the Department of Labor covering 1,120 house
holds in South Bend, Indiana. In August, 1932, two-fifths of
the men and women in this community were without work.
Of those still employed, only about a third were working
full-time. The typical family had received only $45 from all
sources within a period of 30 days. One-tenth of all the
families had had no earnings at all.

Faced by an almost complete loss of income, the South
Bend families had resorted to every possible means to curtail
their expenditures. Nearly all of them had drastically cut their
outlay for food, clothing, fuel, light, and recreation. Half of
the non-horne-owning families were behind on their rent, and
only one-third of the home-owners had kept up their pay
ments on their mortgages. Two-fifths of those possessing
savings had lost them in whole or in part. About a third of
the families had borrowed money, chiefly on insurance and
furniture. Even before the establishment of the F.E.R.A.,
40 per cent of the population was dependent on outside aid.
The country as a whole suffered because 'of the tragic situa
tion in South Bend and thousands of other South Bends
throughout the country, but the chief burden was borne by
a group whose earnings even in good times were none too
high.
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Poverty in Old Age

Like unemployment, dependency in old age may strike
anyone. No matter how successful or how thrifty a man
may be, he can have no assurance that the money which he
saves today can be preserved as a permanent security against
want. There are approximately 7,500,000 men and women
over 65 yea rs of age in the United States at present. Statisti-
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cians estimate that by 1970 there will be at least 15,000,000.

Onder ordinary circumstances a man of 65 can look forward
to 12 more years of life. A woman of the same age can
expect to live IS years. Needless to say, the majority of older
persons are wholly unable to support themselves. At the
present time at least one million men and women over 65
years of age are dependent on public relief. One-half of the
remainder are being helped by their children, other rela-
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tives, or friends. Many employers have kept older men on
their jobs long past their period of greatest usefulness be
cause they hesitated to throw them on the mercies of charity.
Most states now have old-age pension laws, but many of these
have been recently enacted and only about 400,000 persons
were receiving such assistance at the beginning of 1936.
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A generation or two ago the plight of the aged was much
less serious than it is today. Families were larger, and the
chances of older persons being cared for by their children was
correspondingly greater. In the country and in the small
town there was high degree of neighborhood responsibility
for the aged and unfortunate. On a farm or in a small busi
ness a man could be virtually self-sufficient until he was 70

or even 75, but in industry he is likely to be thrown on the
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scrap heap at 45. In many instances the depression has wiped
out the savings which older people had counted on to see
them through later life. When one considers that the chances
of men and women living to an advanced age have been
greatly enhanced by medical science, and the opportunities
for a livelihood have seriously diminished, it is not difficult to
understand the tremendous popularity of the Townsend plan
and other movements for substantial old-age pensions.

Injuries and Illness

Unemployment and dependency in old age are not the
only forms of insecurity associated with modern industrial
life. Accidents, though always with us, have been very
greatly increased as a result of the machine and present-day
means of transportation. In 1930 more than 100,000 deaths
or one-tenth of the total for the country as a whole-were
attributable to accidents or homicide. In addition, there were
more than 10 million non-fatal accidents, many of which led
to temporary or permanent disability. One-third of these
accidents occur in industry. The introduction of compulsory
workmen's compensation laws has tended to reduce the num
ber of these accidents, but the payment is usually too small
to guarantee full security to the injured man and his family.

Illness can scarcely be called a modern hazard: in fact
there has been no period in history when ill health was as
infrequent as it is today. But under present-day conditions
sickness may be far more of an economic hazard than it was
in an agricultural society. Not only are families smaller, and
the possibilities of aid from this source restricted, but the
wage-worker must keep his health if he is to retain his income.

An owner of a farm may suffer an economic loss from
illness, but he may resume his work as soon as he recovers.
Today sickness not only means loss of income, but involves
added expense for doctors, nurses, and hospitals. Families with
income of less than $2,500-which means nearly three-fourths
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of America's families-suffer a money loss of approximately
$2,400,000,000 a year as the result of ill-health, of which
$ 1,500,000,000 goes for doctors and medicine. If the medical
bills were spread evenly, they would come to about $75 a
family. But the burden falls most unequally. In a study of
families earning between $ 1,200 and $2,000 annually, it was
found that 22 per cent had bills of more than $ 100, 8 per
cent had to pay more than $200, and 2 per cent more than
$400. Four families in a thousand were confronted with bills
amounting to more than half their incomes.

From 2 to 3 per cent of the population are confined to
their homes by illness at anyone time. The average wage
earner loses about seven days work a year because of sickness.
This may not seem much, but here again the burden is very '
unevenly distributed. Although one person out of two goes
through anyone year without any loss of time due to ill
health, 15 per cent of our workers lose from one to fifty-two
weeks. Some are disabled permanently by chronic illness.
Even with the best medical care, a certain amount of sickness
is unavoidable, but there is no reason why its economic bur
den cannot be spread by some form of insurance.

Widows and Orphans

The burden of insecurity falls most heavily at the be
ginning and at the close of life. The relief census of October,
1933 showed that 42 per cent of all persons on relief were
children under 16 years of age although this age-group com
prises only 3 1 per cent of the population. While most of these
children would be taken care of if their parents had adequate
protection against the hazards of which we have just spoken,
there are some, orphans, or children of broken families, where
special assistance would still be needed. It is estimated that
there are at least 700,000 children in this situation in the
United States today. Moreover, despite the wide-spread in
vestment in life-insurance, many widows-particularly in
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working-class families-are destitute and unable to find em
ployment. Although 45 states have mothers' pension laws, less
than half of the counties in these states were actually paying
penslOns In 1935~

Why Don't They Save?

Even today a few people dismiss the problem of inse
curity with "Why don't they save for a rainy day?" The
answer to this question has been revealed by an investigation
which the Brookings Institution made into the spending habits
of America's families. It found that two-thirds of the savings
of the American people was made by the families having in
comes of over $10,000 a year. Those with incomes less than
$1,500-40 per cent of the total population in 1929-spent, on
the average, more than they earned. The study adds:

"It was not until an income of about $3,000 was reached
that families spent enough on food to obtain the adequate
diet at moderate cost . . . and only those with incomes in
excess of $5,000 ... spent enough ... to obtain the quality
and character of food required for a liberal diet." ,..

In other words, families possessing a very low income
do not save because their entire income will not obtain the
necessities which every human being requires. Once these
basic needs are filled, most families will set aside a portion
of their incomes for "rainy days."

FIRST STEPS TOWARD SECURITY

TONG before the industrial revolution, men devised means
L of reducing the tragedy of insecurity through a sharing
of risks. Some of the medieval guilds maintained funds for
the protection of their members against fire, sickness, dis
ability, and old age. Later when labor unions were formed to

" "America's Capacity to Consume," The ,Brookings Institution, p. 123.
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replace the guilds, the same technique of risk-sharing was
adopted. The first experiment in government protection
against unemployment was clearly an outgrowth of this
development. In 1900 an agreement was entered into between
the city of Ghent (Belgium) and the local labor unions
whereby the municipality supplemented the out-of-work
funds of the unions. The system was voluntary and reached
only a small fraction of the working-class, but it proved so
successful that the principle was copied in many other cities.
Later, in 1905, this idea was adopted as the basis of the
French national system of unemployment insurance, and it
is now being used in eight countries. In 191 I, Great Britain
established the first system of compulsory unemployment in
surance, followed, in turn, by Holland, Russia-after the
Soviet revolution-Finland, Spain, and other nations. It was
not until 1932 that the first American unemployment insur
ance act was passed by the Wisconsin legislature. This was
not put into effect until July I, 1934.

The United States has lagged even more noticeably in
the sphere of old-age assistance. For many years we have paid
pensions to our aging war veterans. Apart from this, aid for
the aged-except through the poor house-has been unavail
able until very recently. Germany initiated 'compulsory old
age insurance as far back as 1889. Denmark adopted a
pension system in 1891, and was followed by New Zealand
in 1898, France in 1907, and Great Britain in 1908. After
the war most of the remaining European countries fell into
line, leaving the United States, China, and India the only
large countries without a system of old-age security.

The first American state to enact an old-age pension law
was Arizona. But this act, passed in 1914, was so loosely
drawn that it was promptly declared unconstitutional. Nine
years passed before another state mustered up courage to
adopt a law. In 1923 three states-Montana, Nevada, and
Pennsylvania-acted nearly simultaneously, and only the
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Pennsylvania law was thrown out by the courts. By the be
ginning of 1935, twenty-eight states had pension acts, though
not all of these were in operation.

The American Approach to Security

It would be inaccurate, of course, to suggest that the
federal government at Washington has wholly neglected the
problem of security. The theory that each community could
take care of its own destitute population broke down with
the depression. Unemployment had to be dealt with on a
national scale. Beginning with 1932 the R.F.C. made sub
stantial loans to states for unemployment relief. A year later
the Federal Emergency Relief Administration initiated a
system of direct grants to the various states. A series of fed
eral agencies-the C.W.A., the W.P.A. and the P.W.A.
were also created for the purpose of giving emergency em
ployment. Yet despite heavy expenditures of federal funds by
these agencies, there was never a time during the depression
when half of the unemployed were receiving any form of
government assistance. At the beginning of 1936 the Ameri
can Federation of Labor estimated that there were still 12,

600,000 unemployed workers in the United States. Of these
not more than 6,000,000 were employed on federal emer
gency projects or were obtaining public relief.

The Federal Social Security Act

As the depression deepened there was an increasing de
mand for a national unemployment and old-age insurance
scheme to supplement or replace relief. This demand was
reflected in President Roosevelt's message of June 8, 1934
asking Congress to provide safeguards "against misfortunes
which cannot wholly be eliminated in this man-made world
of ours." While the President did not outline a specific pro
gram, it was apparent he was thinking of the problem of
security in its broadest terms. In this he included (I) insur-
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ance against industrial unemployment; (2) old-age pensions
for the needy; (3) a long-term old-age insurance plan; (4)
health insurance for industrial workers, and (5) pensions for
the blind and relatives caring for destitute children.

On August 14, 1935 Congress passed the Federal Social
Security Act with a view to fulfilling these objectives.

Protection Against Unemployment

After much discussion Congress decided not to establish
a federal system of unemployment insurance to be adminis
tered at Washington. There were two reasons for this de
cision: (I) Many Congressmen feared that a federal scheme
would not take into consideration local conditions and preju
dices; and (2) considerable doubt was expressed regarding
the constitutionality of a nation-wide scheme. Instead, the
Social Security Act seeks to encourage the various states to
adopt their own systems of unemployment insurance. States
had hesitated to establish unemployment insurance because of
fear that its cost would drive business to other states. Con
gress eliminated this objection by imposing a federal tax on
the payrolls of all American business enterprises employing
more than eight persons. This tax starts at 1 per cent in 1936,
rises to 2 per cent in 1937 and is 3 per cent after January I,

1938. It is to be collected by the federal government; but if a
state has an acceptable unemployment insurance law, em
ployers are allowed to credit against the federal tax the
amount paid into the state fund as long as the credit does not
exceed 90 per cent of the federal levy. This means that each
state must impose a payroll tax of at least 2.7 per cent for
unemployment insurance if it wants to keep the tax money
for its own jobless. Workers mayor may not be compelled
to contribute, depending on the state law. At present Ala
bama, California, Indiana, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, .
Rhode Island, and Washington require such contributions.

What does the average worker receive for the tax which
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he or his employer is required to pay? This is difficult to
answer because each state has its own provisions. Thus far
only a dozen states, containing 40 per cent of the population
of the country, have set up insurance plans, and no one can
be sure how closely the others will follow their example.
If all the states adopt laws similar to those now in effect,
approximately half of the working population will not be
provided for. With a few exceptions, the existing laws do
not apply to farm labor, domestic servants, casual workers,
government employees, or the employees of charitable, reli
gious, or educational organizations. Nor can benefits be paid
for at least two years after the state scheme is put into effect.
The purpose of this delay is to allow the state to accumulate
reserves. At the end of this two year period a worker who is
unemployed, but who had held a job in a non-exempted
occupation within the previous year, will be entitled to re
ceive a weekly benefit payment equal to one-half his regular
wage. In most states the most that he can get is $15 a week
and the least $5 a week. Utah has the highest maximum
$18 a week; Alabama, Mississippi and Washington have no
minimum. The length of time that he may expect to receive
benefits differs considerably from state to state. As a rule it is
determined by the length of time that he has been employed.
In New York, for example, an employee is entitled to one
week's benefit for each 15 days of employment in the pre
vious year. But no state will pay benefits for more than 15 or
16 weeks in anyone year. Workers are not eligible for bene
fits until they have been out of work for from two to six
weeks. Nor can they obtain compensation until after they
have qualified by holding a job for a certain period of time.
In New Hampshire this period is only 60 days, but in Utah
a man must have worked 20 weeks in the previous year.

It will be noticed that, with the exception of Alabama
and Mississippi, the states which have enacted an unemploy
ment insurance program are among the more wealthy and
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the more advanced in the field of social legislation. There is
nothing to prevent states from adopting laws with terms even
less liberal than those sketched above.

Insurance Against Old Age

The Social Security Act contains two separate schemes
for meeting the needs of the aged. It provides for a federal
system of old age insurance which guarantees a specified
income to persons over 65 in return for the payment of con
tributions. And for aged needy who do not receive protection
under this scheme, the federal government undertakes to aid
the states in providing direct assistance.

In the insurance scheme a reserve is accumulated as in
life insurance. Each worker and his employer is required to
pay the government a weekly premium consisting of a certain
fraction of his wage. Employees are to pay an "income tax"
equal to I per cent of their wages in 1937 which is to gradu
ally increase to 3 per cent in 1949. The employer is expected
to match this contribution through payment of an "excise
tax." The amount of benefit varies with the amount con
tributed, and, since the accumulated contributions represent a
worker's savings, payment is made as a right regardless of
whether or not he actually needs the money. No payment
is to be made, however, until 1942, and then only to workers
who are at least 65 years of age, not regularly employed, who
have held jobs in insured industries long enough to make at
least one contribution each year for five years after the
passage of the law. They must also have received not less
than $2,500 total wages during that period. Payments will
vary from $10 to $85 a month, depending on the number of
years that the worker has contributed and the amount of his
wages. Any person who has received a total of over $3,000
in wages during the operation of the law will be entitled to
$15 a month plus 1/12 of I per cent of the remainder up to
$45,000, and 1/24 of I per cent of any amount over $45,000
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-as long as the total annuity does not exceed $85 a month.
In order to obtain the maximum of $85 it is necessary for a
man to work 43 years at a wage of not less than $3,000 for
anyone year. An average worker, obtaining $100 a month
for 40 years, would receive $5 1.25 a month on retirement.

We have seen that no one can receive benefits from his
old-age insurance until 1942. Even then the maximum avail
able for any person will be $27.50 a month, since payments
will have only been made for five years. Moreover, only
about one-half of the employed population, and less than one
third of the total number of adults will be covered by the
plan. Among those ineligible for"annuities are many persons
who are wholly unable to provide for their old age. Farm
laborers, for example, are excluded from old-age insurance
as from unemployment protection, and the same applies to

domestic servants, workers engaged in casual labor, govern
ment employees, or persons who are employed by religious,
charitable, scientific, educational, or other non-profit-making
organizations. While a few of these individuals are already
covered by private pension plans, the vast majority-including
nearly all of the low-income group-have no protection.

Women and Negroes, particularly, will be very largely
excluded from the benefits of this section of the Social Se
curity Act. Most women are employed in occupations to

which the Act does not apply. They work as housewives, as
domestic servants, teachers, nurses, as employees of educa
tional, charitable, and religious organizations, or in clerical
positions under the federal or state government. Negroes are
perhaps even worse off. Two-fifths of the colored population
is engaged in agriculture, while another large portion, both
male and female, is in domestic or personal service.

Old-Age Pensions

Aged persons who are in need, whether or not they are
included under the insurance plan, may receive pensions from
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their respective states, although there is no guaranty in the
law that they will do so. In order to encourage the states to
provide pensions, the Social Security Act specifies conditions
under which the federal government will share the cost. By
the end of 1934, twenty-eight states had enacted old-age pen
sion laws. But most of the states granted pensions only to
persons over 70 years of age, and in some instances an in
dividual was required to have lived in a state as much as 35
years before he became eligible for a pension. North Dakota

HOW OLD AGE PENSIONS VARY
(29 PLANS APPROVED BY SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD)
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had a maximum pension of $12.50 a month, and paid an
average of 69 cents a month in 1934 to its 3,914 pensioners.
The Social Security Act instructs the federal government to

meet half of the cost of any pensions up to $30, but sets
certain terms which must be met before a state can receive
federal funds. No state, for example, may obtain federal funds
if it sets the age limit above 65 years of age (until 1940 it
may be as high as 70 years). In place of the previous difficult
residence requirements, the states must make provision for
aiding qualified applicants who have lived in the state for any
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five years out of the nine preceding his application. By April
14, 1936, twenty-eight states and the District of Columbia
had conformed with the terms established by the act, and
were receiving federal aid. Seven additional states possessed
old-age pension laws, which had not yet been brought into
line with federal specifications.

The Sick and Disabled

No provision is made in the Social Security Act for
direct assistance to those who face insecurity by reason of
illness or physical disability. The act does, however, appro
priate $ 10,000,000 yearly for preventive public health work.
Of this amount $2,000,000 is to be spent by the United States
Public Health Service, and the remaining $8,000,000 is to be
distributed among the states to aid them in improving local
health conditions. In addition, a small sum is to be given to
the states to help them provide medical assistance to young
children and mothers. A further fund is to be made available
to the states for care of crippled children. As in the case of
the old-age pensions, these grants are only to be made to
states that conform with the standards established in the fed
eral law. Washington will also aid states in paying pensions
to blind persons, and in vocational rehabilitation of the
crippled and disabled.

Widows and Orphans

Many states have long provided assistance for children
who have lost one or both of their parents. Such children
have either been placed in orphanages or have been permitted
to remain with relatives who have been furnished with public
funds to aid them in caring for the children. The second
method has usually been the more satisfactory, because it
gave the children the benefit of a home atmosphere. The
Social Security Act permits the federal government to assume
one-third of the cost of such monthly pensions as are paid
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by the state to persons bringing up needy children. While it
does not fix a minimum standard for such pensions, it makes
federal assistance conditional upon the state assuming a part
of the burden. States which pass the entire cost on to the
counties are ineligible for aid. Through this clause the federal
government hopes to induce the states to furnish more gen
erous penSIOns.

Widows receive no direct assistance under the Social
Security Act, although they would benefit indirectly from
several of the provisions which we have already discussed.
If they are employed in industry, they may obtain old-age
and unemployment benefits on the same terms as any other
workers. If men who are covered by the federal old-age
insurance scheme die before reaching 65, their widows may
receive a lump sum payment which is roughly equivalent to
the total of the employee-employer contributions. Needy
women over 65 years of age are eligible for pensions in states
where such are paid. Widows with small children may also
benefit indirectly from the state pension to orphans. Never
theless, there are doubtless thousands of needy widows for
whom no provision has as yet been made.

Administration

The division of responsibility between the states and the
federal government makes the administration of the Security
Act somewhat complicated. Responsibility is vested in a
Social Security Board of three members appointed by the
President. This board determines when the various states have
complied with the terms of the Act so that they may be
entitled to the federal funds appropriated for that purpose.
It also has complete charge of the old-age insurance plan,
including the obtaining of the records necessary for the oper
ation of this scheme. Each of the states, on the other hand,
must take charge of its own unemployment insurance plan, as
well as its own pensions for the aged, widows, and orphans.
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Merits of the Social Security Act

From our brief summary it is evident that the Federal
Social Security Act is a notable step in America's approach
to the problem of insecurity. Previously the fate of the un
fortunate had been left to the states or private charity, and
assistance was usually accompanied by the stigma of pau
perism. Now at least it can be said that the federal govern
ment has recognized its responsibility for those who are vic
tims of the insecurity associated with our machine civilization.
And for those who qualify the Act promises a measure of
security. Much of the curse of short-term unemployment
will be removed. Nearly a third of the adult population may
look forward to a degree of protection in their old age, and
those who are ineligible for the insurance scheme may receive
assistance from the growing number of state pension schemes.
The aid for the sick, the disabled, for orphans and widows is
much less satisfactory, but it represents a step in the direction
of security. The United States is not alone in moving cau
tiously in the development of a social insurance program.
Other countries have found it necessary to overhaul and re
vise their security legislation repeatedly in the course of years,
and we should hardly expect our own system to be an excep
tion in this regard.

What the Critics Say

Nevertheless, the Social Security Act has been roundly
criticized. The criticisms tend to fall into two categories.
The first are made by individuals who are opposed to social
security on principle. They deny that the government should
assume responsibility for the unfortunate, and insist that
everyone would be better off if such people learned to stand
on their own feet. "The instinct of self-preservation and the
desire to save," asserts one critic, "will be destroyed if men
can waste . their earnings and then call upon the central
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government for help." Conservative critics also assert that the
plan will prove extremely expensive, and that it will be very
cumbersome to administer. One particular danger is that
corporations will throw men out of jobs in an effort to save
money to meet their payroll taxes. This, they argue, would
not have been so likely to happen if the government or the
workers had been forced to assume a larger share of the
burden.

There is also strong opposition to the Act on constitu
tional grounds, some critics even going so far as to declare
that it strikes at the foundations of our democracy. They
insist that it infringes on state's rights, and deny that Congress
has the power to levy taxes for a purpose wholly outside the
objects for which our government was founded. In addition,
it is said that the tax imposed by the Act violates the Fifth
Amendment which states that no person shall be deprived of
life, liberty, or property without due process of law.

Inadequate Protection

Liberal critics assail the Act on the ground that its bene
fits are hopelessly inadequate. They point out that the unem
ployment provisions are of no value to the 12,000,000 who
are now without jobs. At best, they declare, a maximum of
$ I 5 a week for fifteen or sixteen weeks would prove only a
drop in the bucket as far as protecting workers against a
severe depression such as that from which the United States
is now emerging. The provisions for old age are somewhat
more satisfactory, but there are many critics who insist that
$30, or even $50 a month, is inadequate to take care of an
aging couple. And under the insurance scheme, such couples
may be entitled to as little as $10 or $I 5 a month. Relatives
caring for dependent children will receive only from $ I 2 to
$ I 8 a month for each child. Even opponents of social insur
ance will admit that benefits of this size cannot accurately
be referred to as "security."
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The cumbersome machinery set up under the Social
Security Act has also been severely criticized, both by con
servatives and liberals. The Act has not laid down minimum
standards for the states, and does not even specify civil service
requirements for the federal and state employees who admin
ister the social security laws. Moreover, the critics insist that
the establishment of forty-eight different systems of unem
ployment insurance-since each state must enact its own law
is a violation of sound insurance principles. If unemployment
is an insurable hazard, it is desirable to spread the risk as
widely as possible rather than to restrict it within the bounds
of each state. It is only natural that some states should suffer
more severely from unemployment than others, but under
the present arrangement the state that suffers most would be
the first to exhaust its unemployment reserves. In the absence
of strict federal standards there is always danger that certain
of the poorer states will either not adopt an unemployment
insurance scheme, or that their law will be seriously inade
quate. It is extremely difficult, furthermore, to eliminate the
unsatisfactory aspects of the security legislation when it in
volves revision of forty-eight state laws. Yet England and
other countries which have experimented with social insur
ance have found frequent revision necessary before their
schemes could be said to work satisfactorily.

The Reserve Funds

At the time the Social Security Act was passed there was
comparatively little talk of the effect of the accumulation of
its reserves on consumer buying-power and living standards.
Recently, however, this has become one of the principal
grounds for attacking the measure. Between now and 1942,
when the first payments are to be made out of the old-age
insurance fund, approximately $3,500,000,000 will have been
accumulated in the reserve. Not until after 1965 will the
benefit payments in anyone year equal the amount which is
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being set aside in the reserve. By 1970 we shall have over
$41,000,000,000 stored away. Since all of this money will
have been collected from a section of the population which
normally spends practically its entire income on everyday
living expenses, critics of the Act insist that it is bound to
reduce working-class living standards. For this vast sum will
have been obtained either as deduction from wages or as a
tax on payrolls which has been passed on to consumers.

Reserves will also be accumulated for the various state
unemployment schemes. Although these will be much smaller
in size than the old-age reserves, their investment raises a
serious difficulty. Supporters of this type of unemployment
insurance argue that the paying out of. these reserves in time
of depression will tend to maintain consumer buying-power
and thereby serve as a cushion against economic collapse.
Opponents insist, on the contrary, that the investment of
these reserves will produce just the opposite result. In boom
periods, when unemployment is low, the reserve will pre
sumably be used to buy government bonds. This will bid up
security prices, and add to the profits of the wealthy security
holding groups at the expense of the ordinary jobholder.
Once a depression gets underway, the process is reversed.
The government bonds would be dumped on the market at a
time when all investors are seeking to dispose of securities.
Because of the vast amount of money involved, the operation
of the unemployment reserve fund will tend to offset the open
market operations of the Federal Reserve Banks.

Many of the apparent weaknesses in the American social
security program are the result of attempts of business in
terests to protect our economic system against what they
consider to be too liberal a dose of security. The capitalistic
system depends for its efficiency on its flexibility. It must be
responsive to the interaction of supply and demand. If an
enterprise is unprofitable, it should be given up and labor and
capital diverted elsewhere. Thus far we have depended on
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the spur of hunger and economic necessity to force the
changes which were necessary for the efficiency of the eco
nomic structure as a whole. Business men fear that an ade
quate security program will slow down such adjustments.

Consequently, they have supported a series of safeguards
which they believe will prevent security from interfering too
greatly with efficiency: (I) In some cases the terms on which
assistance is given have been deliberately made unpleasant, so
that it will be accepted only in an emergency. This has been
the principle behind private charity, and the county poor
farm for the aged. (2) In others the standard of aid has been
kept low so that the receiver will still be under pressure to
try to find a regular job at better wages. This is the theory
underlying the low wage paid by the WPA. (3) Adequate
security has been granted without the onus of charity to cer
tain selected individuals who have shown their willingness to
work. Such is the theory behind the private pension plans,
as well as contributory unemployment and old-age insurance.
(4) The period of security has been limited so that the pres
sure of hunger will again be operative after the conclusion of
the period. This is perhaps one reason, apart from a desire to
avoid excessive cost, for the short benefit period in the unem
ployment assistance program.

SOCIAL SECURITY IN EUROPE

Great Britain

WE shall perhaps be in a better position to pass judgment
on the various points of controversy if we compare

the principles behind the American Social Security Act with
those underlying the social insurance programs of other coun
tries. The British plan is by no means ideal, but its develop
ment is instructive. In 1908 the government adopted a system
of small non-contributory old-age pensions for persons whose
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income was very low. This step was roughly equivalent to the
enactment of old-age pension laws by the various American
states. But it was merely a prelude to the far more ambitious
insurance venture of 191 1 when Great Britain embarked on
unemployment and health insurance. A contributory scheme
of old-age annuities and pensions for widows and orphans was
added in 1925• •

At the outset British unemployment insurance affected
only a relatively small proportion of the working class and
was framed on a straight actuarial basis. It assumed that the
chance that a man might lose his job, like the chance of his
being killed or injured could be estimated mathematically.
Contributions to the insurance fund were exacted equally
from employers and employees, and the government added
25 per cent to the total. The revisions which have been made
during succeeding years have tended to liberalize and increase
the scope of the scheme. Gradually new persons have been
drawn in, the most recent revisions being for the purpose of
including agricultural and white-collar workers. Beginning
with 1921, however, it was found necessary to scrap, in effect,
the actuarial principles which had been the basis of the orig
inallaw. At first it was said that the requirements were being
"temporarily relaxed" because of the severity of the post-war
depression. Provision was made for the payment of the un
employed benefit in advance of contributions on the supposi
tion that they would later be made up. Later, rather than
throw the unemployed on poor relief, a special "transitional"
benefit was created for those who had exhausted the payments
due them under the original scheme. Since the fund created
by employee-employer contributions was inadequate for this
purpose, the government lent money to the insurance fund
to cover the deficit. By this time the amount advanced is so
large that it probably will never be repaid. To a considerable
extent, therefore, Britain has cared for all of its unemployed
through funds derived from general taxation. And it has cared
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for them as a right of citizenship, long after their regular
insurance benefits were exhausted.

Another difference in principle between the British and
American schemes may be found in the nature of the benefits.
Instead of making the amount dependent on wages, the British
pay according to the size of the family. There is a fixed sum
for each worker, plus an allowance for dependents.

Approximately 17,000,000 British employees are now
covered by the government health-insurance scheme. Of this
number 12,500,000 also can obtain dental care, and a some
what smaller number have free optical treatment, reduced
rates at hospitals, or can obtain home nursing for serious
illness. Every insured person is entitled to "proper and neces
sary" treatment from a physician free of charge. He may also
obtain needed drugs, and such special treatment as his insur
ance group is able to provide. Even prior to 1911 nearly half
of the workers were members of private societies which pro
vided health insurance. The government has permitted these
to continue, although it collects all contributions and appor
tions them to the various private organizations.

The British old-age benefits tend to be even lower than,
those paid by American states, but since 1925 they have been
payable to all insured workers as 'a right. No effort has been
made to make the scheme wholly self-supporting during the
early years of its existence. At present part of the funds
necessary to provide assistance to older workers is taken from
general taxation, although ultimately it is believed that the
contributions of the employees, their employers, plus a small
sum from the state will be enough to cover all benefits.

Germany

The German experience with social insurance has been
somewhat uneven. As the result of pressure from organized
labor, it was the first country to introduce compulsory health
insurance, and the first to experiment with contributory old-
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age annuities. Both of these schemes, which were adopted in
the days of Bismarck, were conspicuously successful up to
the advent of the Nazis and removed two of the chief causes
of insecurity for German workers. The more recent experi
ment with unemployment insurance, on the other hand, did
not prove so satisfactory. Like Great Britain, Germany at
tempted to place its unemployment scheme on a strict insur
ance basis. Contributions were expected to fully cover all
benefits. But as in Great Britain, allowance had not been made
for a depression of the severity of the last crisis. Despite sev
eral increases in the assessments, the unemployment fund
proved inadequate. As a result sound insurance principles
have been scrapped. Instead of giving benefits to unemployed
workers as a matter of right, they have been given only to
those actually in need. While an attempt was made, as in
England, to continue payments after the expiration of the
period originally established, half of. the unemployed ulti
mately were compelled to ask for poor relief.

Other Countries

Indeed, nearly every country found it necessary to
change its unemployment insurance system during the de
pression. The Austrian government, for example, imposed a
special sales tax to obtain funds over and above those obtained
from regular contributions. Queensland, Australia, has in
augurated an unemployment relief scheme financed by a tax
on incomes which has overshadowed its contributory insur
ance scheme. New Zealand has established a somewhat similar
arrangement covering practically all employed persons. In
contrast to insurance, which involves a fund set aside to meet
future needs, these schemes call for a tax on the employed
to support those who are unemployed.

We also find considerable disagreement in principles re
garding old age assistance. Of the 42 nations providing some
form of security for the aged, 3 I have adopted a system of
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contributory insurance, while 10 grant pensions on the basis
of need. Japan alone is experimenting with voluntary state
insurance. Usually the government shares in the contribu
tions, but in the Soviet Union the employers, which in most
instances means the state, bear the entire burden; and tax
payers support the entire plan in Sweden, Iceland, and
Switzerland. The pensionable age varies from 50-in Chile
to 70 in Portugal and Yugoslavia. A few countries, including
Great Britain pay a flat sum to all contributors, but in the
majority of cases-as in the United States-the benefit bears
some relation to the amount of contributions.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO SECURITY

Public Relief

T H ERE are, however, many different approaches to the
problem of security in addition to the insurance

schemes. We find that a number of countries, like some of the
American states, still prefer the "dole," as direct relief is fre
quently called. By its very nature relief is extended only to
those who are actually in need, and therefore inevitably car
ries the stigma of charity. Since more than half of the popu
lation lies outside of the provisions of the Social Security Act,
we may assume that relief will play an important role in
American life for many years to come.

At present our public relief is of two types. There is
work-relief for "employables" and home-relief for "unem
ployables." About three million men-heads of families for
the most part-are employed by the government in work
relief. These men obtain a regular monthly salary which is
considerably below prevailing wages. To obtain such jobs
they must show that they are in need and that they have no
other regular source of income. Their wages are determined
by the work performed rather than by their need.
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UNEMPlOYABlES
.ON URBAN
RELIEF

TYPES

iili'iiii"AGED MOTHERS WITH DEPENDENTS PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Each .ymbol repre.enll 33.000 unemployed ca",.

The number of persons on work-relief is limited by the
amount of federal money available for this purpose. The re
mainder of the needy must be cared for out of the home
relief funds of the local communities. Home-relief may in
some instances equal or exceed the amount obtained from
federal work-relief. In many states, however, the amount of
relief given by local authorities has been seriously inadequate.
The American Association of Social Workers reports, for
example, that in Louisiana all relief to employable persons
has been stopped-except in cases of "extreme emergency,"
and that the regular allowance for food was cut 37 per cent
in Nebraska when that state was deprived of federal aid.

The Townsend Plan

Perhaps the most popular as well as the most spectacular
of the schemes for old-age security is that proposed by Dr.
F. E. Townsend of California. Dr. Townsend suggests that
every citizen of the United States, man or woman, 60 years
of age and over receive a pension of $200 a month on the
following conditions: ( I) That they engage in no further
labor, business, or profession for gain; (2) that their income
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from all sources does not exceed $2,400 a year (where it is
less than $2,400, he would pay enough to bring each indi
vidual's income to this amount) (3) that they take oath to
spend the entire amount within the confines of the United
States inside of 30 days. He would be financed in his plan by
a 2 per cent tax on all transactions, together with a small
ungraduated tax on inheritances and incomes. It will be no
ticed that the Townsend plan differs from other security
proposals in that $200 a month is admittedly more than is
required for the necessities of life. Supporters of the plan
argue, however, that expenditure of such a large amount each
month by seven or eight million aged persons would stimu- ·
late business activity and create a sound basis for prosperity.

The plan is a very appealing one, carrying with it the
idea of a reward for a lifetime of useful service. Its cost, how
ever, would be tremendous. Assuming that only 10,000,000

of the 12,400,000 persons now over 60 years of age availed
themselves of the pension-and that many of these would re
ceive less than the full amount-the cost would probably ex
ceed twenty billion dollars a year. Since the total national
income of the United States in 1935 was not much more than
fifty billion, this would mean that a group no larger than 8
per cent of the population would be receiving 40 per cent of
the nation's income. No ordinary form of taxation could
yield this huge amount of money. The 2 per cent transactions
tax proposed by the Townsend supporters would only yield
enough to pay $40 a month to 7,000,000 persons-much less
$200 to 10,000,000. But while inadequate to pay high pen
sions, a 2 per cent transaction tax would greatly increase
living costs and constitute a heavy burden on legitimate busi
ness. The administration of such a plan would be tremen
dously difficult and expensive, and a constant source of an
noyance to all business enterprises. And by increasing busi
ness uncertainty, it would probably reduce employment and
intensify the depression.
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The Frazier-Lundeen Bill

A still different approach to the problem of security is
found in the Frazier-Lundeen "Workers Social Insurance
Bill." On the assumption that men and women who are out
of work have needs that are at least equal to those of em
ployed persons, the bill provides that an idle worker shall
receive "compensation equal to the average weekly wage"
for his occupation. Workers employed part-time would be
allowed enough to bring their total income up to a stated
minimum if they were fully employed. The bill specifically
covers not only unemployment and old age, but would grant
full benefits to those suffering loss of income by reason of
sickness, disability, maternity, or widowhood. The lowest
compensation provided would be $loa week plus $3 for each
dependent, and the highest $20 a week plus $5 for each de
pendent. As with the British transitional benefits, the costs of
the program would be regular charge against the national
budget. The bill provides that new revenue may be obtained
only by taxes on incomes, corporation surpluses, and accu
mulated wealth. Unlike the Social Security Act, the bill
would cover those who are now unemployed, incapacitated,
or over 60 years of age. It is estimated that the cost of the Fra
zier-Lundeen bill would vary from $9,500,000,000 with six
million unemployed to $13,500,000,000 with twelve and a
half million jobless.

Opponents not only insist that such a sum would be be
yond the capacity of the government, but declare that the
plan to pay prevailing wages would destroy initiative and
impair economic efficiency. If unemployed were paid full
wages, whether on strike or not, it would be virtually impos
sible to reduce wages in periods of depression; workers in
industries which paid less than the average wage would be
better off if they gave up their jobs. There is also danger,
according to critics, that some persons would take advantage
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of the benefits offered, and would not attempt to find work
as long as they obtained enough to live on.

Toward Greater Security

Thus we have seen that opinion differs widely regarding
the next move in the field of social security. The most ob
vious step for those who favor strengthening the present Act
is to concentrate attention on the states which have not yet
taken advantage of the opportunities offered by the federal
law. Unless a state assumes its responsibility, its citizens will
obtain practically nothing from the federal Act. If a state
does not adopt an unemployment insurance law, the federal
payroll tax will simply be retained in the Treasury. On the
other hand, a state may go a long distance toward establishing
an adequate security program. Under the law a state can, if it
wishes, lengthen the period in which unemployment benefits
are to be given beyond the present limit. It can reduce the
waiting period, and provide more liberal benefits, including
allowances for dependents. It can increase the pensions for
the needy aged, and write a more liberal definition of "need."
It can also go beyond the federal law in providing aid for the
blind, the crippled, and for widows and orphans. In the ab
sence of a federal system of health insurance, a state might
even undertake to set up such a program of its own.

New Standards of Security

The popularity of the Townsend plan and the Frazier
Lundeen bill indicates, however, that the Social Security Act
has not banished fear of insecurity from the minds of thou
sands of individuals. It would help allay this fear if the bene
fits of the existing program were extended to cover a larger
part of the population. But there is a widespread feeling
among experts as well as among organized labor that the pro
gram itself is inadequate. Many of these critics believe that
all social insurance in the United States should be on a na-
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tional basis. Any other scheme, they assert, is bound to lead
to vast discrepancies in the amount of protection given in
different parts of the country, and tends to make revision
difficult. Some of these critics also declare that if the word
"security" is to be taken literally, the present program should
be expanded by including some form of federal health insur
ance. The President's Committee on Economic Security pre
pared a plan for protection against the risks of sickness suit
able for person:> of small means. The plan was dropped be
cause of opposition from portions of the medical profession.
True security would also imply that unemployment benefit
payments be approximately equal to the prevailing wages and
be continued as long as an individual is unable to work. Only
by this means, it is asserted, would it be possible to maintain
a stable mass buying-power in periods of depression.

Above all, social workers insist that the recipients of
benefits must be free from the taint of charity. The self
respect of American citizens is a treasure which must not be
lost. Men and women who are unemployed for reasons be
yond their control have a rightful claim on a society which
denies them jobs, and should not be compelled to plead pov
erty before aid is forthcoming. If society assumes this re
sponsibility, it is logical that the funds for security should be
obtained out of current revenue rather th an from the
worker's own accumulated contributions. Many critics object
particularly to the payroll tax on the ground that it is passed
on to the consumers in the form of higher prices. They would
obtain all revenue for a security program from taxation levied
on those best able to pay.

We must not ignore the fact, however, that changes in
our security legislation such as are outlined above would be
costly. Many business interests feel that our level of taxation
is already dangerously high. A comprehensive security pro
gram would add fresh burdens. It would have, however, cer
tain important economic advantages. The fact that substantial
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benefits were being paid to the most needy portion of the
population should increase and stabilize consumer buying
power. This should stimulate the demand for investment, and
increase general economic activity. Yet the furnishing of
security to the working class may lead them to demand higher
wages for their labor, and for this reason, if no other, we may
expect considerable opposition from some business groups to
any attempt for a further extension of our social security pro
gram, especially its unemployment features. But unless there
is an immediate and marked improvement in economic condi
tions, we may also expect an increasing demand for higher
standards of security from the underprivileged. And it will
be increasingly difficult to explain to them why the United
States cannot do at least as much as foreign countries in
protecting its citizens against risks which society has created.
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